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Leading with liability

I
T IS HARD FOR many in the West to imagine,  
but as the death penalty remains in China,  
company directors can face the worst case  
scenario if they are found guilty in some corporate 
liability situations.

While these lengths are rare, imprisonment 
looms as a very real threat for many directors  
in China.

“Directors of major Chinese companies are 
lining up to go to prison these days,” warns Steve 

Dickinson, attorney, Harris Moure.
“So director liability is a big issue in China.”
Dickinson says the concept of director liability in China is  

different than in the US. 
“In China, the directors are assumed to be directly involved in 

the day-to-day business operations of the company,” he explains. 
“It is very rare in China to have directors who do no more than 

attend an occasional board meeting and merely review high-level 
documents and policy decisions. 

“For this reason, the directors who are going to jail are going to 
jail not because they ‘should have known’ about the crimes  
committed by the company. Rather, they are going to jail because 
they managed, promoted and supervised those crimes. Thus, the 
‘prudent man’ standard is not an issue. The issue is ‘criminal 
intent’,” says Dickinson. 

The state has also been known to prosecute company directors 
for committing crimes. 

“The directors are not being sued by their shareholders for not 
properly conducting their management duties,” Dickinson says. 

“Rather, they are being criminally prosecuted for crimes  
committed by the company. But, in effect, they are being prosecuted 
and convicted because, in effect, they committed the crime.”

But what crimes are the most common for Chinese directors?
Embezzlement, tax evasion and insider trading, according  

to reports.  
“There are also cases in the product safety area: the chairman 

knows a product is not safe but instructs his people to make the 
sale anyway,” Dickinson says.

DeBund Law Offices attorney-at-law Yu Zhiyuan says there are 
strict laws, regulations and duties that directors in China must 
abide by.

Many of the laws relate to misappropriating company funds, 
and accepting bribes and other illegal income. 

Zhiyuan adds that directors must also not disclose company 
confidential information without authorisation, or engage in other 
activities in violation of their fiduciary duties.

Most of these laws are common in Western parts of the world. 
But Ning Ge, commercial manager of connected services, 

Qoros Automotive, says Chinese directors and officers continue to 
be susceptible to a much wider range of claimants than in the past. 

“Increasing claim activity has been observed in recent years, 
including D&O and employment litigation, and especially regulatory 
investigations related with corruptions, bribery, inside trading and 
securities fraud,” he says.  

Ge says there are four separate articles of PRC company law 
which need specific consideration.

“Article 21 forbids D&O from con-
nected transactions that harms the 
company. Breach of this clause will 
make D&O liable for the company’s 
loss,” Ge says.

“Article 113 formulates that D&O 
should be liable to any loss caused by 
board decision that is in breach of law 
or company charter and by-laws.

“Article 148 formulates the  
fiduciary and due diligence duty of 
D&O, while Article 152 entitle  
shareholders to appealing to the 
court if the board refuse to take 
action against D&O who harm  
interests of the company,” Ge says.

With some cases culminating in the execution of company 
directors, understanding liability issues for directors in China 

could not be more vital

‘Increasing claim activity 
has been observed in 
recent years, including 
D&O and employment 
litigation, and 
especially regulatory 
investigations’

 
Ning Ge 
Qoros Automotive
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Implications of a directors’ liability claim 
Zhiyuan says if a director causes detriment to the company while performing 
their duties in violation of laws, administrative regulations or the articles of 
association, they are liable for the losses caused. 

“If their behaviour constitutes a crime, [the director] shall bear criminal 
responsibility. Beyond that, if a director is personally responsible for a company 
to undergo bankruptcy liquidation or a director serves as the legal representative 
of a company whose business license was revoked due to its violation of law, and 
being personally responsible for such revocations, he may not serve as a director 
for the next three years.”

Ge divides the implications of a directors’ liability claim based on the party 
which is making the claim.

“If the claim is being made by an employee, the issues include wrongful 
termination, breach of employment contract, harassment or humiliation,  
discrimination, defamation, claims from union or other contract group, plus 
employment safety issues,” Ge says.

“For claims from customers or clients, the issues are around dishonesty or 
fraud, debt collection, including foreclosure, or contract dispute.”

Ge says as for competitors and suppliers, they 
might bring liability claims against directors  
in the form of charges of anti-trust breach,  
deceptive trade practices, business interference, 
copyright or patent infringement, contract dispute 
and defamation.

“In terms of the actions which the government 
or regulators may bring about, these include 
around environmental and safety issues,  
dishonesty and fraud, anti-trust, and corruption  
or bribery.”

“Finally, the final party to consider is actions by 
shareholders, investors, partners and members. 
These can include dividend declaration or change 
matters, re-purchase of securities, use of insider 
information, financial reporting, or financial  
transactions, such as derivatives,” Ge says.

THOUGHT 
LEADERSHIP

There are a number of major gaps in terms of 
insurance protection in China. While there are large 
gaps in life and health, the gap in property insurance is 
also significant.

Much of these problems stem from the possible 
impact of natural catastrophes in China. There are 
massive underinsurance issues which mean that homes 
and businesses do not have the insurance protection 
they need when a natural catastrophes strikes. 

There are issues around evaluating the value of 
property. Some businesses have taken out insurance 
policies, but have failed to properly assess the 
insurable value for buildings, plants and equipment to 
reflect the realistic replacement costs. 

One of the reasons for protection gaps in China is 
that insurance has a relatively short history compared 
to more advanced markets. Secondly, there has been 
an increase in risk exposure due to the rapid 
development in China. Thirdly, many insurance policies 
do not accurately reflect the value at risk. It was not 
until China became a member of the World Trade 
Organisation in 2001 that insurance took off in China. 

Risk awareness sits at a low level in China too.  
This issue is compounded by similarly low levels of 
financial literacy from businesses and consumers. 
Large corporations are only just starting to take up 
holistic risk management approaches, while many 
major firms still do not have a dedicated risk 
management department.

Risk managers have an important role to play in 
closing these insurance gaps. Firstly, risk managers 
must ensure there is no under-valuation in any 
insurance policies. The insurance value is often market 
value or book value, rather than replacement value. 

There must also be a holistic view of risk 
management. Natural catastrophes are only one of 
many risks and risk managers must evaluate all of the 
other risks. 

Risk transfer is not the only solution either. 
Risk managers need to look at risk mitigation and 

risk adoption too, i.e. having a holistic business 
contingency plan in place and to ensure the property 
gets evaluated regularly. 

CLARENCE WONG
Chief economist, Asia-Pacific at 
Swiss Re

Insurance protection gap in 
China is ‘significant’

‘Directors are being 
prosecuted and 
convicted because, in 
effect, they committed 
the crime’

 
Steve Dickinson 
Harris Moure

Major case examples in China
Harris Moure attorney Steve Dickinson says some of the major examples of 
directors’ liability claims in China include PetroChina, Citic Securities, Gome, 
China railroad or the “melamine in milk scandal”.

“Those are all cases where directors and senior management were 
prosecuted and convicted for major crimes, but he list is virtually endless,” 
Dickinson adds.

For example, the melamine in milk scandal started in September 2008 
when melamine was found in baby formula of a company called Sanlu.  

The scandal escalated and six children died while 300,000 became made 
ill. In November 2009, Zhang Yujun and Geng Jinping, who were involved in 
the sale and management of the contaminated milk, were both executed.
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